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Formations of satellites require challenging autonomous reaction capabilities in order to coordinate
attitude and orbit control for joint activities in Earth observation and telecommunication applications.
For pico-satellites at a mass of a few kg modern miniaturization technologies enable surprising
performance and support realization of robust, cost-efficient small satellites. In particular growing
capabilities in attitude and orbit control allow to realize sensor networks of detectors composed of picosatellites. In combination with sensor data fusion, innovative application approaches to Earth
observation and communications are enabled.
The University Würzburg’s Experimental satellite (UWE) program developed the crucial technologies
for formation flying at minimum mass. UWE-1 was launched 2005 as first German pico-satellite (at 1
kg). Meanwhile all crucial technologies related to communication, to attitude determination and control
were demonstrated in orbit. Robustness was achieved by an advanced fault detection, isolation and
recovery (FDIR) software.
The application potential is illustrated by mission QUBE for secure communication using quantum
technologies and optical links, as well as the pico-satellite formation flying missions “NetSat” composed
of four satellites and “TOM – Telematics earth Observation Mission”, being in implementation stage at
the research company ZfT.
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